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Abstract 

The nature of science is a subject recognized among researchers and curriculum proposals, however 
still find some problems, especially with regard to what teachers understand about the subject and the 
importance attributed to it. Another element in this discussion concerns the use of resource suitable for 
use in teaching and learning situations. Therefore we present a research outline still in progress which 
discusses the use of audiovisual and methodological support to discuss the nature of science, for that 
resource is being applied in an in-service education program in the Faculty of Education, University of São 
Paulo, Brazil. According to the preliminary results it can find some initial modifications, these enhanced 
by audiovisual feature tied to reflections that occur during the activities developed by teachers.
Key words: cinema, nature of science, in-service teachers. 

Introduction

a significant number of studies focus on the nature of science (nos) (matthews, 1995; 
bell, lederman and abd-el-�halic�, 199�; �il-pere�� and collaborators 2��1; ace�edo, 2�1�;�halic�, 199�; �il-pere�� and collaborators 2��1; ace�edo, 2�1�;, 199�; �il-pere�� and collaborators 2��1; ace�edo, 2�1�; 
santana and arroio, 2��9) pro�ide examples of reported concerns that address ways to impro�e 
scientific �nowledge by inserting the nature of science in teaching and learning situations. there 
are also documents such as the national curriculum parameters (pcns, 199�), and projects 
such as project 2�61, as highlighted by matthews (1995), that are examples that reinforce the 
rele�ance of the topic.

Vásque��-alonso and collaborators (2���) show that there are two lines of inquiry 
regarding the impro�ement of scientific �nowledge.  the first belie�es that is not important to 
incorporate the nature of science into the classroom. the second recogni��es the rele�ance of 
this issue. this second line of inquiry has a large number of researchers, including those cited 
abo�e.  the authors of the current study agree with the second group of researchers and highlight 
difficulties in con�erting the theme of the nature of science content into the classroom.

it is emphasi��ed that it is necessary to �now how these issues are understood in the 
context of natural science education. a literature re�iew by harres (199�) about teachers’ 
conceptions on the nature of science and its implications for teaching research identifies not 
only the �iews of teachers, but also the real role and importance of teachers’ conceptions about 
the nature of science.

furthermore, contributions from ace�edo (2��9) are rele�ant. it is necessary that 
teachers �now how to use �nowledge of the nature of science in teaching and learning acti�ities 
that address questions of scientific acti�ity, use of historical situations, and use of philosophical 
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and sociological scientific wor� in order to gi�e context to situations in�ol�ing the nature of 
science.

The Appeal of Audiovisual and Visions of Science
 

a teaching strategy based on film language allows learning to go beyond a purely rational 
process. instead it de�elops the sensory side of learning, including creati�e, imaginati�e, and 
critical �iews of the information contained in films (arroio, 2�1�).

to illustrate the educational �alue of audio�isual materials, some questions about this 
medium need to be addressed, including “What is the image reflects? Is the image an expression 
of reality or is it a representation? Is it possible to manipulate the image or is it the reality 
register?” (na�arrete, 2���). such questions are important so that students and teachers do not 
analy��e the film material nai�ely, as if it is a fact, de�oid of intent and/or opinions. 

santana and arroio (2�12) present a proposal to use films with subjects related to the 
nature of science, highlighting potential uses, but warning against using them simply for 
graphics or just to draw the attention of students.

morin (2��2) discusses the idea of   big science, in which science has de�eloped titanic 
powers, often concentrated in go�ernment or large corporations. many scientists belie�e it is 
possible to separate these powers of scientific acti�ity, because this type of situation presents 
a simplistic �iew, or in the words of morin, “These scientists say the following: science is very 
good, it is moral” (morin, 2��2, p.127). thus, these and other representations of science also 
permeate the �ision of science teachers.

�il-pére�� and collaborators (2��1) discuss the distorted �iews of science presented 
by teachers, such as empirical-inducti�ist, neutral and nai�e, linear, elitist, ahistorical, and ahistorical, and, and 
cumulati�e.

bell, lederman, and abd-el-�halic� (199�) not only highlight problems in conceptions 
about nature of science, but also point to another problem: the lac� of importance gi�en by 
teachers in teaching this subject.

With respect to materials, santana (2��9) presents a complaint of teachers, the lac� of 
specific material and training. in this sense, it is not enough just to ha�e access to films; training 
is needed to guide the wor� with this material in order to articulate aspects of audio�isual and 
epistemological understanding of the nature of science (arroio & farias, 2�11).

�i�en the propensity to use the cinema, Wertsch (1999) de�eloped the term ‘cultural 
tool’ to describe the importance of symbolic mediation between people in a communication 
process that in�ol�es cultural group relations.

so, it is trying through an in-ser�ice teacher education program to explore this issue by 
gathering questions from teachers in order to conceptuali��e how they understand the rele�ance 
of the proposal. from this, we de�eloped the idea of using cinema as a methodological support 
for addressing questions of the nature of science.  furthermore, it is worth remembering, as 
highlighted by re��ende (2���) apud. sutton 1997:

�enerally films and �ideos reflect no scientific practice or contro�ersy. li�e textboo�s, 
audio�isual materials tend, because of the language used, to present only the results 
of scientific practice and present  hypotheses (or theories) as pro�en fact, omitting the 
procedural and political character of scientific practice (re��ende , 2���, p. 2, apud. sutton, 
1997).

thus, it is justified the importance of educational processes that propose to use the 
resources of audio�isual considering these specific concerns. how in-ser�ice teacher can 
de�elop the autonomy to use these tools in their practices?

Edson rodrigues SaNTaNa, agnaldo arroIo. The Use of audiovisual approach to Teach Nature of Science for In-service Natural 
Science Teacher’s Education
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Methodology of Research

this project is part of an in-ser�ice program and proposes the notion of using audio�isual 
and methodological support to address the nature of science into natural science classes. thus, 
it was de�eloped a 6� hours in-ser�ice education program, organi��ed into twel�e fortnightly 
meetings on saturdays. these meetings too� place at the faculty of education, uni�ersity of 
são paulo.

 different areas: nine in biology, three in chemistry, three in physics, one in geography 
and two in pedagogy. the films used were: loren��o’s oil, 2��1 - a space odyssey, and Jurassic 
par�.

the strategy for data collection was made in accordance with the qualitati�e research 
approach, which may be conceptuali��ed differently o�er time.  for this study “we can offer a 
generic definition, primarily: Qualitati�e research is a situated acti�ity that locates the obser�er 
in the world” (den��in & lincoln, 2��6, p.17).  data analysis also followed the guidance of this 
�ind of research, and relied on the contributions of bardin (2�1�) for content analysis and on 
foucault (2��9) for the analysis of discourse.

it was sought to establish a relationship between the films, the �isions of science, and the 
resources of film language. for this, we used the idea of   core sense of withdrawal from bardin 
(2�1�), the �isions of science from �il-pére�� and collaborators (2��1), and the resources of film 
language from de almeida (1994), and martin (199�). it is also used descriptions from nos 
(nature of science) conception and teaching practices highlighted by a�erson and collaborators 
(2�12).

Results and Discussion of Research

it is presented the results in three stages: initial, intermediate, and final. the initial step, 
which used classifications from santana and arroio (2�12), is summari��ed in table 1.

Table 1. Categories of references to nature of science (NOS).

Kind of citation    Number of Teachers      % - answers

Just mention science 3         16.6
Mention with reference to  NOS 6         33.3

Do not relate to NOS, only to other topics 9         50.0

according to table 1, 5�% of teachers ma�e no reference to the nature of science, citing 
other topics, with little more than 3�% referring to the nature of science. howe�er, when we use 
the classification of �il-pere�� and collaborators (2��1), we found distorted �iews of science, 
such as the nai�e type and dogmatic type.

 the next step started from the third class, so some acti�ities and discussions about the 
nature of science and the potential of audio�isual resources had already happened. to perform 
this step, we used snippets of the following films: loren��o’s oil, 2��1 - a space odyssey, and 
Jurassic par�. below, it is presented a discussion of the potential of audio�isual clips using 
excerpts from these films and we also present some considerations about the nature of science 
pointed out by �il-pere�� and collaborators (2��1).

  below we present excerpts of films relating to core sense, �isions of science, and 
cinematic language. furthermore, table 2 summari��es this discussion.
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Figure 1: Image of Lorenzo’ Oil film.
                                                 

in this section, the discussion is enhanced by inferring the relation of science to society.  
this is characteri��ed as the core of meaning that enables connection with the insights highlighted 
by �il-pere�� and collaborators (2��1), which are named aproblematic and ahistorical, since 
they do not recogni��e the limitations of scientific �nowledge.

film language is used to highlight limitations.  an example of film language is shown 
in the abo�e image from loren��o’s oil where the general on the floor plan of the conference 
hall is �iewed from a superior angle, also called plongé. this effect is often used to reduce 
the characters and show the en�ironment. thus, it creates a climate of superiority and allows 
a �ision of science that reflects the limitations of science in certain situations. in the abo�e 
image, both the scientists and the sic� boy and his family are reduced, illustrating the limited 
possibilities of healing.

these images display those situations in which science has limitations to sol�e certain 
problems. in the case of this mo�ie, the limitation is the impossibility of finding a cure for 
loren��o.

Figure 2: Images from 2001: A Space Odyssey.

the intended goal, when it was selected the gi�en images, was to present a possible intended goal, when it was selected the gi�en images, was to present a possible 
situation for teachers to discuss some elements of man’s relationship with the natural world. 
thus, the core of meaning related to the nature of science contains the human dimension in 
science, deepening the importance of historical processes, sociological and philosophical, that 
permeate science and society.

through a narrati�e feature, typical of film language, that articulates images, sounds, 
and texts, it is possible to exemplify processes, such as the passing of time.  for example, in 
2��1: a space odyssey, the image of a bone being thrown upward and then being replaced in 
mid flight by a floating pen, which pro�ides the �iewer with an understanding of the passing of 
time, space, and characters.  this film language creates an understanding that millions of years 
ha�e passed within this transition cut.
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Figure 3: Image from Jurassic Park.

 it highlights in the abo�e figure from Jurassic par� the core meaning of aspects oft highlights in the abo�e figure from Jurassic par� the core meaning of aspects of 
epistemology of science.  it is possible to gather two �isions of scientific wor� from this 
one image, including one which is rigid (algorithmic, accurate, infallible) and the other which 
is inducti�ist/atheoretical. these two �isions dri�e the discussion of simply mechanically 
following the steps of the scientific method (�il-pere��, and collaborators, 2��1). the �alue of 
obser�ation and experimentation are emphasi��ed o�er the importance of theories in scientific 
de�elopment which, according to chalmers (2��1), creates an inducti�e procedure.

the dialogues present an o�erall body of wor� that includes scientists, scientific 
equipment, and technology that pro�ide examples to support our argument.

Table 2. Connection with the audiovisual material. 

Core meaning 
related to NOS  Movie Timecode References – Views 

of academic work Cinematography

Science and Society Lorenzo’s Oil 30m 58s-32m 
25s

Aproblematic and 
atheorethical (dog-
matic and closed).

 General view of  the 
conference hall

Human dimension in 
science

2001: A Space 
Odyssey

a) 2m 29s -4m 
22s 

b) 50m 53s 
– 54m 32s

Aproblematic and 
atheorethical (dog-

matic e closed).

Image of the bone and 
the pen, followed by 

music

Aspects of epistemol-
ogy of science Jurassic Park 29m 55s –

30m 25s

Rigid, algorithmic, 
accurate, infallible 

and inductivist.

General view – scientists, 
experiment and techno-

logical equipment 

after the initial sur�ey gathering teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science, which 
are shown in the table abo�e, this study proceeds by addressing audio�isual resources also cited 
in this article. one could argue that, after the inter�entions with audio�isual material, it should 
be possible to identify some elements indicati�e of changes, which we called intermediate 
results.

it is selected only one example. at this stage, it is presented a transcript of the speech as 
well as the researcher’s notes, which were recorded in the third class, after exposure to the three 
audio�isual products.

Researcher: What is science? What do we mean by ‘nature of science’, a term which, incidentally, 
is the title of our course? ((Teachers take a while to respond and get thinking. When they begin to respond, 
they speak very low and seem afraid to expose themselves, which is interesting because the class is 
outgoing and participates in all subjects)).

Wil: It’s when you question something, but I think you should ask first, what is knowledge?
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Janice: I think, for example, the animal perceives the world to survive and that way they have an 
understanding.

Doris: Science is human activity on the world.
Tom: I think, for example, science is a theory, which then produces a technology.  For example, 

in building rockets, which is a technology, it uses the full theoretical understanding of physics prepared 
for many years.

Wil: Yeah I guess ... so we’re different, because animals do not build culture, we cannot speak 
on animal knowledge, they act instinctively and we go beyond that. We question things, equals, like Tom 
said; we use science to produce things.

the excerpts abo�e triggered a discussion on the idea of   animal �nowledge. this fact 
di�ided opinions, generating contro�ersy and at the same time, reflections, that made indirect 
references to, for example, criticism of a scientific truth, as well as aspects of the non-neutrality 
of science in economic and social issues.

below, was organi��ed some aspects of dialog, ma�ing inferences that allow us to build 
interpretations of the mo�ies that were watched. it must be said that we did not obtain direct 
e�idence demonstrating the direct relationship with the statements of teachers and the mo�ies 
they watched. We understand, just as fischer (2��1), who analy��ed speech, it is not loo�ing up 
the meaning of the words, but rather the socio-historical discourse that is related to the speech.

thus, the use of film clips and discussions are embedded in an existing condition, i.e., 
a group that produces speech in a classroom situation, in which a theme is wor�ed in with a 
feature using methodological mo�ies.

Table 3. Connection with audiovisual material.

Core meaning Audiovisual material Example Existence condi-
tion

Human aspects Lorenzo’s Oil and  2001: A 
Space Odyssey Figure 1. and Figure 2. Second and third 

classes 

Knowledge 2001: A Space Odyssey Figure 1. Image b Second class

Animal knowledge 2001: A Space Odyssey  and 
Jurassic Park Figure 2. and Figure 3. Second class

Technology Jurassic Park Figure 3. Second class
 

We see� here to do what bardin (2�1�) and foucault (2��9) call the archeology of 
analysis, i.e., loo�ing at content.  bardin (2�1�) and foucault (2��9) treat their analysis of 
speech li�e the wor� of an archaeologist, and we use a procedure presented by bardin (2�1�) 
to do our content analysis.  it starts by   drafting descriptions followed by ma�ing inferences and 
interpretations.

thus, the elaborate descriptions allow us to infer. in light of the research cited by bell, 
lederman and abd-el-�halic�, (199�); �il-pere�� and collaborators, (2��1); ace�edo, (2�1�); 
santana and arroio, (2��9), it is seen there are problems in teachers’ conceptions of the nature 
of science.  howe�er, from these results, we can argue that there are e�idences that teachers’ 
conceptions are beginning to change.

We can identify these initial changes because discursi�e fragments stand out, li�e when 
participants ac�nowledged that science is human action, and that one must first as� what 
�nowledge is. moreo�er, the film material in the proposed course allowed the inclusion of a 
discussion prepared by the group itself about animal �nowledge. such responses ha�e rele�ance 
because the teachers entered into a discursi�e interaction simply with exposure the ideas about 
science.
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in this sense, the contributions from schwart�� and lederman (2��2) and ace�edo (2�1�) 
on the proposed pedagogical contend �nowledge of the nature of science (pc�-nos), are 
rele�ant because not only do we not ha�e enough �nowledge of the nature of science, but also 
other factors are important, such as �nowledge of science content and le�el of teaching required 
needed to teach such a topic.

With respect to le�el of teaching required, this study contributes methodology to assist 
teachers.  namely, using film as a resource in appropriate settings pro�ides what ace�edo 
(2�1�) called a necessary setting for students to learn about the nature of science.  film can 
assist students who are planning acti�ities of scientific inquiry, and who want to understand 
the main characteristics of the nature of science.  it can also help direct discussions on issues 
in�ol�ing contro�ersies surrounding science, promote dialogic argument, and contextuali��e the 
nature of science with appropriate examples and short narrati�es of the history and philosophy 
of science and techno-science.

besides the changes mentioned regarding the nature of science, we understand that it is 
also necessary that teachers �now how to use this theme in teaching and learning situations.  
therefore we push for an inclusion of this issue in education, through preparing teaching and 
learning sequences (tls).

for the preparation of tls, we had discussions with the teachers regarding the 
implementation and �alidation of tls. for this we use the wor� of �iordan and �uimarães 
(2�11), in which there are theoretical and empirical elements that contributed to the construction 
of tls that teachers then elaborated on.

still using the concept of content analysis described by bardin (2�1�), and also the 
contributions of a�erson and colleagues (2�12) regarding nos items and teaching practice, 
we analy��ed a discussion with descripti�e elements.  findings indicated that there was an 
increase in teachers’ conceptions about the nos-mediated insertion of audio�isual resources 
and supported using them in an in-ser�ice teacher educational program, similar to findings by 
a�erson and colleagues (2�12).

importantly, the items mentioned were used in the wor� of a�erson and colleagues 
(2�12) jointly between quantitati�e and qualitati�e data, and two other items, community of 
practice (cop) to support teaching and nos concerns about teaching nos. in this study, it will 
do not use these tools, but we will explore that data later.

in this paper it is used the same items, but not explicitly quantitati�e data. We also 
highlight that the wor� of employees and the a�erson and colleagues (2�12) discussion occurs 
around different data than that obtained in this study, because their subjects were a group of 
teachers in training and with acceptable understanding of the nature of science. these aspects 
are not the same in our research because the teachers sur�eyed demonstrated not ha�ing an 
understanding of the nature of science, i.e., the subject still causes aw�wardness.

it is presented below some parts of tls de�eloped by one of the groups, lin�ing them 
with the items described abo�e.

Subjects and Methodology
Class Specific objective Subjects Dynamics

1

- To investigate the role of the sci-
entists in his scientific productions, 
questioning the factors that affect 

their development.
- Individualistic and elitist science 
perception. It can only be done by 

geniuses.

-Nature of Science

- Using a fragment of the movie “The Man 
from the Future” (4min to 8min/33s) as a 
visual resource, intending to discuss the 

“nature” of the scientist and his relationship 
with its sponsoring agency.

 - In the same fragment noted above, 
discuss the scientific method used by the 

scientist and his individualistic view.
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Transcribed excerpt 1

the content presented in section 1 (transcribed excerpt 1) allows us to create a transcript 
of the change in nos conception in the group of placement teachers, and allows us to question 
the stereotype of a scientist and the critical neutrality of science. a change in understanding of 
nos is e�ident in this study, especially when compared to the data of the initial stage.

To achieve these goals, we intend to use audiovisual excerpts from The Man from the 
Future. It is important to make clear that the film was not produced to discuss the nature 
of science, but we appropriate this feature to highlight some relevant situations for teaching 
the nature of science.  Since the goal of this TLS is to analyze the nature of science in this 
audiovisual product, some sections will be detailed below, highlighting the important points for 
teaching the nature of science.

Transcript Excerpt 2

the abo�e (transcribed excerpt 2) shows that there is a benefit in using audio�isual 
teaching situations, so we grouped the items related to nos teaching practice. the argument 
of non-intentionality of audio�isual to address nos teaching practices in the u.s. requires us 
to find situations that gi�e rele�ance and context to the nos. thus we outline three topics we 
co�er in the course: discussions about the nature of science, limits of using this medium, and 
importance of audio�isual teaching nos.

Fragment Beginning End Objective

1 4min 5min 20s Highlight scientist’s ideas on individualistic and elitist views.

2 6min 8min 30s

(a) Highlight the ideas of empirical-inductivist 
conception

(b) Highlight the individualistic and elitist view of 
the researcher

(c) Highlight the stereotype of scientists.

3 8 min 30s 13min 10s Relationship among science, technology, society, and to show 
the rigid view of science.

                         
Scene 2 (a) – Science inferences by scientist           scene 2 (b) – Time context and elitist view of 
scientist
Figure 4: Selection developed by teachers� from the film: �he �an from the Fu� from the film: �he �an from the Fu�

ture..
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In category 2 (a) it is important to highlight the areas of empirical conception. Distorted views 
of science are directly related to the interests of the researcher and his or her research, even if it is 
believed that their interests do not interfere with their intentions. Instead it is evident that the interests 
of the scientist guide scientific research. Also, it is important to note that this falls under the role of 
development agency, which supports the work of scientists, and acknowledges they have specific interests 
to be observed and studied.

In section 2 (b), during the dialogue between the two characters, Sandra (project financing) and 
Zero (scientist), they describe Zero as the only one in the world who had a project related to particle 
accelerators that magnitude. The time this film was produced coincides with when the Large Hadrons 
Collider (LHC) was activated, which caused great concern, because there was a fear that such an 
experiment would create black holes that would destroy the world. From this similarity, it is evident that 
the interests of each era shape the social interest, therefore, the interest of scientists. 

Transcript Excerpt 3: images and comments made by the group of teachers

the descriptions and selected images (transcribed excerpt 3) highlight a clear positioning 
of the group of teachers about the nature of science, specifically in the passage: “It is evident 
that the interests of each time shape the social interest, therefore, the interest of scientists “.

in this sense, was identified a questioning by teachers concerning the scientific 
objecti�ity; this aspect was probably related to the discussions around the films and also the 
reflections around some ideas of epistemology of science. in this case, contributions from �uhn 
(2��1), about the subjecti�ity and the historical and sociological aspects of science, may ha�e 
influenced these teachers in the preparation stage of this teaching and learning sequence.

it was still found a concern while hearing the teachers reflect and infer scientific acti�ity.  
it is li�ely these aspects are introduced in their classes, especially sentences li�e: “From this 
analysis, we can discuss with the students, and it is important to emphasize to the students that 
this view is too extreme, and that science should be open.”

in de�eloping this material with intentions of practice, teachers could mobili��e 
�nowledge, by, for example, watching mo�ies that were not used in the course, as the man 
from future, so that selected passages rele�ant to discussion of nos can be used with students. 
such discussions include concerns found in the wor�s of �il-pere�� and collaborators (2��1) 
about the distorted �iews of scientific acti�ity, li�e those discussed in the classes.

Conclusions

it was presented a contribution to highlight the importance of integrating the nature of 
science into natural science education. reinforce what they also point out that not just a good 
�nowledge about the nature of science, because you also need an awareness of the topic and 
de�eloping methodological proposals that subsidi��e teacher´s practices.

in this sense, it was de�eloped the idea of methodological support for addressing the 
nature of science, such proposal is to use the resources of audio�isual, because as these are 
embedded in a cultural matrix, carry meanings that correspond to the desires of a particular 
group. howe�er, teachers decode and find out potential for their use in certain contexts adjusting 
degrees of complexity in the matter.

such action is not an easy tas� considering the �arious powers delegated to teachers, it is 
therefore elaborate training proposals that consider all these situations.

so in this analysis it is intended to demonstrate the use of films in a process of an in-
ser�ice science teacher educational program, it was emphasi��ed that the data presented are 
still preliminary, because the program is in progress, so other inter�entions are being applied. 
howe�er it is possible to draw some conclusions based on some results, such as: teachers still 
ha�e a stereotypical �iew of science, but at the same time begin to reali��e another aspect of 
science as demonstrated abo�e.
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it is understood that changes are still preliminary, because it is an early wor� and located, 
howe�er the proposal to find potential in the film and discuss with teachers in depth can help 
inserting them into a dialogical action situations with reflection. this is important because 
while open space to raise awareness and understand what is science and what is ultimately 
important in the teaching and learning of science.
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